
Important dates for ORGDA 
Oct 5 —- Parents meeting 

Oct 11—- ORGDA vs China national championship gymnast camp #1 
Oct 19-20—-ORGDA is closed. There will be no classes 
Nov 1—- ORGDA VS China national championship gymnasts camp #2 

Nov 11—-ORGDA VS China national championship gymnasts camp #3 

Dec 14—-ORGDA Annual performance 
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October news letter 

OREGON RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS & DANCE ACADEMY 2019/9/28

Do you need to learn 
ballet in Rhythmic 
gymnastics? what else 
do you need to learn 
besides ballet? 

ORGDA Mandatory Parents Meeting Oct. 5 Saturday 
3pm-4:30pm
Parents must attend this meeting if their child is 
competing during the 2020 season. Parents who are 
interested in learning more about competition are also 
welcome to attend.
Content summary ： 
1.competitions informations                  
2.Learn about our upcoming coaches and Judges clinic 
3.Parents Q and A 

Parents guide



About the Chinese coach intensive camp（No school day camp） 

About ORGDA vs China National Championship Gymnast Camps on Oct 11, Nov 1 and Nov 11. 

ORGDA has the opportunity and privilege to invite China’s national gymnastics champion ZiYi Wang. 

ZiYi Wang is an active athlete and coach who is still currently participating in competitions all over 

China. She will be joining our club to coach our ORGDA vs China Camps. This is a wonderful way for 

the girls to learn different training skills. Our camps will be divided into three chapters on three 

different days (I don't know if this is really important. You can probably omit it) Each of our camp 

days will focus on something new and different. On Nov 10th there will be a mysterious out of state 

Level 10 athletes that will also be attending. Don’t miss out!  Space is limited. Register at:  

https://www.orgdacademy.com/book-online 
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https://www.orgdacademy.com/book-online


Do you need to learn ballet in Rhythmic gymnastics? what else do you 
need to learn besides ballet? 
 

Ballet is the basic thing in Rhythmic Gymnastics. Daily choreography exercises are 
necessary for a gymnast so that she could feel her body, develop the upright posture, 
arms and foot positions, which are the basic for all the rhythmic gymnastics elements. 
So when the gymnast standing near the ballet bar starts feeling the positions she 
stands, jumps and turns through the basic elements such as battement tondu, 
jete, fondu, means she starts feeling her body, which allows her to do more 
complicated elements and understand her mistakes.


Classical ballet gives the feeling of the movement’s completion. It means you should 
feel muscle tension from the shoulder blade to the finger tips when you sway your 
arm. Rising in releve gymnast should feel her body tension from the tip toes to the top 
of her head through all the muscles: ball of foot, knees, hips, pelvis, belly, shoulder 
blade, neck, shoulders, arms and head. Thus, gymnast can take any beautiful position 
without a moment’s hesitation only if she has devoted great amount of time to 
choreography lessons.


Inborn abilities are not the recipe for success. Even if a gymnast is very flexible and 
stretched, it doesn’t allow her to do complex ballet elements without any mistakes. 
Sure, these girls can easier  rise their legs thank to soft joints and stretched muscles. 
But they should control their body and muscles in order to do quick movements, 
jumps and battements, hold the legs in balance without the help of arms; and this can 
be achieved only through the ballet.When gymnast comes into the carpet it could be 
clearly seen how she is prepared in terms of choreography: how she raises her arms, 
throws her legs in jumps. The right position should be taken at the top point of the 
jump, this also can be achieved only at choreography lessons. If a gymnast doesn’t 
go in for choreography, it easily can be noticed as her movements lack beauty and 
coordination. For example, if a gymnast is doing rotation, she should grab her foot 
with her hand, rise in releve and reverse the heel in the concrete moment and in 
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addition to this she should feel her shoulder turn. Only complete body control and 
allows a gymnast to take the right position, feeling every muscle, and do good 
rotation. Only in this case the success is in her pocket and she becomes confident 
that she’ll always do this element even with the apparatus. Moreover, apparatus, 
whether it is a ball or a hoop, gives an additional force in rotation, gymnast should 
bear it in mind and feel when she should draw it away. So the right posture trained at 
choreography lessons helps gymnast not only to do various elements, but also to feel 
how to work with apparatus doing these elements.


More than that, choreography means not only ballet, but folk and other dance styles. 
Girls are taught improvisation, so that they can dance on the go, this skill helps them 
to move from one element to another through the dance and to feel the rhythm (dance 
to the music). Rhythmic Gymnastics Judgment Rules include scores for artistry – 
harmonic body movements to the music. That’s why it’s necessary to fall in time at 
choreography lessons. Movements and elements learnt at choreography lessons can 
be used in exercises with apparatus. Some gymnasts start improvising on the base of 
the movements they know, and that drags them into the process of exercise 
preparation. In this case, coach, choreographer and gymnast work together, such 
cooperation leads to the best results.

Today, when gymnasts do the most complicated elements on strength and flexibility, 
choreography has also changed. Now work at the ballet bar and in the middle of the 
dance room has to include gymnastics elements beside the classical ballet. When 
choreographer sees what elements are not easy for gymnasts, he/she includes them 
in choreography basic exercises at the bar and in the middle. Now choreography 
lesson at the bar teaches not only to control the body, but to do complicated 
elements on the carpet.


Working at the bar it’s important to work out the feet and try to do exercises at quick 
tempo. Quick technique influences on jumps and other elements.


While gymnast is working at the bar combining classical ballet and gymnastics 
elements, for example, adagio, she can turn to the wall, linger, load the foot, do 
element on the front balance, turn. Thus she combines classical movements, which 
don’t allow the body to relax and help to dance, and gymnastics movements, which 
will be done on the carpet in future. Very often choreographer may teach 
choreography in the middle with the apparatus. For example, if you take a ball you 
can do padebure with ‘eight”, plie with rolling etc. thus gymnast can learn to control 
her body and use apparatus at the same time.


Such jumps as eshape, assamble, gabriole, kazachok with a 90 degrees balance stop 
etc. are necessary to strengthen the feet, they help to develop the right landing 
through the balls of feet. Only then you should do high jumps. Otherwise, gymnast 
may have problems with knees and feet.


When explaining the elements choreographer shares his/her experience, he/she 
knows how every muscle should work and can explain it rightly. Ballet classes give 
your body beauty and health, teaches how to dance to music and prepares physically 
for complicated gymnastics elements.
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Tips


1.      It’s important to come to the ballet classes in comfortable tight clothes with the 
hair done, so that fringe couldn’t bother you in motion. Thus a gymnast feels like a 
small ballerina and takes choreography lessons seriously


2. It’s not recommended to eat much before the classes, otherwise gymnast feel 
heavy and can’t train easily. It’s better to eat 2 hours before the classes.


More Information about our class please visit: 
www.orgdacademy.com 
For competition information please visit USAG : 
 https://usagym.org/ 
For ORGDA Invitational please visit:  
 https://sites.google.com/site/oregoninvitational2020/home 
Used supplies and parent communication group (verification required): 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/721424551592861/ 
ORGDA Facebook: 
 https://www.facebook.com/ORGDAcademy/ 
ORGDA Instagram:   
 https://www.instagram.com/orgdacademy/ 

Contact us:   
orgdacademy@gmail.com 

Thanks! 
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